Malvern Mashal Makon 92
A Prophetic Overview (Part Two)
In the last edition, we warned that strong signals were ‘bleeping’ on the prophetic radar. In this
second instalment we will be seeking to unpack further what God is saying at this time when
strong clouds are gathering on the horizon, but when the Lord is also doing a timely and
important work amongst His people.
We will be pointing you to various links:
Firstly to significant words that were given along time ago in Norway. We published these in 2005,
but they are tucked away in an obscure part of the website and we felt it was important to revisit
them now: particularly the top two in the first collection, which speak very powerfully about the
time of the end. Norwegian Words

Dates and times
We said in the last edition that we don’t want to 'jump' to action stations just because Goliath is
shouting loudly, but when spiritual leading and intelligence information converge, it is important
not to remain passive. It is rare in our experience that God gives us specific names. Qom was one
city (in Iran) that he did mention to me many years ago, which He said was going to be destroyed.
(It was devastated by an earthquake in 2003, in which over 30,000 people died).
The world is full of predictions, like the so called ‘word’ about Rome, where a large percentage
took the day off on May 11th fearing an earthquake ‘prophesied’ by a planetary gazing guy nearly
a hundred years ago. (There was, however, a very severe earthquake though in South West Spain
earlier this month which has left the town of Lorca seriously damaged, and many traumatised.
www.telegraph.co.uk/news
We mentioned in Mashal 91 the particular need to pray for May 15th because recent Jihadist
websites were crowded with calls to revenge bin Laden’s death, (Source: recent updates from
www.memri.org). Even before bin Laden’s death several MILLION people had signed up for a day
of anger (a new intifada in effect) against Israel, using Face Book and YouTube to raise support.
Their self proclaimed goal was to march against Jerusalem on May 15, to 'cleanse the city of all
Jews' and capture it as the capital of Palestine. Various prayer networks issued a call to prayer for
this situation. There was violence when protestors massed on the Lebanese-Israeli border, which
led to about a dozen deaths and 112 being wounded. This is not a problem that is going to go
away. The power vacuum in the Middle East is sure to lead to many changes. Out of it all, may
many millions of Muslims ultimately come to Christ.

We mentioned in the last edition how important the concept of the Mahdi is
to Islamic thought: the prophesied redeemer of Islam who will rule on Earth,
in association with (or in order to prepare the way) for Jesus’ (Islamic) rule.
This is a particularly concept in Shia eschatological thought. If you didn’t
follow up the link last time, this is a subject it might be helpful to research.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahdi
Interestingly, one of the Islamic Hadith declares, ‘There is no Mahdi except
for Jesus, son on Mary’ – something, one feels, the Lord may be able to use
to help seeking Muslims.

Where do you get your understanding of wider events?
Concerning our last edition, Nick and Sar Wakeley, long term ministers in
Albania, wrote:
‘Mashal 91 was particularly encouraging, with such an excellent
appraisal of Middle East turmoil, especially regarding Israel. I was
beginning to despair, thinking that the Brits had become totally out of
touch with the world. We prefer to get our news now from Deutsche
Weller Radio rather than the BBC. And to hear our Prime Minister
pushing Israel on the issue of setting up the Palestinian State . . . the
world seems to have lost all political and moral reasoning!
See www.dw-world.de for Pakistan’s strongly worded condemnation of
America’s intervention re Bin Laden, threatening not to allow America to use
Pakistan as a staging post for reaching its troops in landlocked Afghanistan.)
It is certainly important to get news from more than one avenue. We often
find the EU funded Euronews (Sky channel 508) much more informative and
comprehensive than daytime Sky and BBC news. From a Christian
perspective, Barnabasfund.org do an outstanding job in up to the minute
highlighting of believers’ needs around the world.

Overview 2: A selection of recent prophetic words
The following word was given at Swanwick just before the Japanese
earthquake. It speaks of how God can change the landscape of either a
church or a nation in a moment of time. Click here to access it.
We have often lamented that many people veer exclusively either towards
the revival hoe down or the judgement camp.
A word the Revd. Keith Powell gave at the Leaders Gathering, New Life
Christian Centre, Wembley, has been going the e mail rounds reminding us
that God is speaking about both - and that the two are to be held in prayerful
tension. Click here to access it.
In the light of the rather disturbing word we featured in Mashal 91 from
Lance Lambert about the western nations, there is deep reassurance from
the International House of Prayer that God has by no means forgotten the
UK, and that although the oppression and voices of religious spirits seem
overwhelmingly loud, God is stirring up His bride and is going to move here,
to enable us to be part of the great song that is encompassing the earth.

Also at a recent Day of Prayer at the World Prayer Centre, a prophetic word
was given speaking of a new move of the Spirit that is coming quite soon to
this land, which is going to be rather different from previous moves.
Whereas some of His previous moves have come with quite a lot of fanfare,
or noise, a lot of white water, as it were, but that these moves, though He
deliberately made them to create a bit of a splash, didn’t have the sort of
depth to them that this new move is going to have. This new move is going
to be quite gentle but it is going to have a lot of surge power behind the
wave. It then moves on to emphasise the high priority the Lord places on us
understanding our call to minister to the Lord. Click here to read this
prophecy:.
Don’t forget 1) to watch the two minute film clip about the recent wave of
arrests: www.youtube
You can also watch a CBN film clip on the underground church in Iran:
www.youtube.com
2) The two meetings we featured in the introduction on June 4th and 11th.
3) Carol’s song! There is no one like you.mp3
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